Crown Pastoral Land
Tenure Review

Lease name: MANUKA POINT
Lease number: PC 053

Substantive Proposal
Designations Plans

A Designations Plan forms part of the Tenure Review Substantive Proposal. The attached plan is a copy of the Designations Plan included in the Substantive Proposal for the above review. The Substantive Proposal has been accepted by the Leaseholder.

A summary of the Substantive Proposal is available as part of a notice of acceptance document lodged for registration against the Landonline computer register of the leasehold Certificate of Title being OT386/130. The Notice of Acceptance is a public document searchable by licensed remote access to Landonline.

The report attached is released under the Official Information Act 1982.

June 14
MANUKA POINT TENURE REVIEW

SUBSTANTIVE PROPOSAL DESIGNATIONS

- Conservation land to remain as conservation area "CA4", subject to a tourism activities concession.
- Pastoral lease land to be restored to or retained in full Crown ownership and control as conservation area "CA7".
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Pe 055 MANUKA POINT TENURE REVIEW
SUBSTANTIVE PROPOSAL DESIGNATIONS

Conservation land to remain as conservation area "CA3", subject to tourism activities coexistence.
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